Kawasaki vulcan nomad

Make Kawasaki. Model Vulcan. Motivated to sell. Going through a divorce and have no place to
store. Mechanically sound, runs and rides great. Is ultra low in mileage as it only has 24, miles
on it. Title in is clear and in hand. The KB for this item in this condition is dollars. It is missing a
mirror and the windshield glass and has a scratch on the gas tank. Transmission is in excellent
condition as is the engine. You will be responsible for any additional charges should you wish
to have this shipped. This is a very nice bike, It has rear air shocks, anti theft alarm, new tires,
new battery. I purchased it year ago and rode it about miles in a year. I don't have time to ride,
so I need to sale it. I have I hate to see set. The cycle starts up and runs well. A great bike for all
day riding. Buyer must pick up in La Grange, TX. There is a short You Tube walk around video
of the bike running. This bike is super clean and ready to ride. Completely serviced and
detailed. New fork seals, new clutch spring and friction plates, all fluids and filters changed,
new packing seals on front and rear brake calipers, new fuel lines, cleaned fuel components,
new spark plugs. Four new OEM replacement turn signals. All work was done within last few
months. I intended to keep this bike so I went through everything, it is in perfect order. All the
chrome was polished, no rust. Stock exhaust, seats, and backrest. No tears, no dents, and only
a small scratch on bottom corner of right saddlebag. Tires are in great shape. The odometer
works perfectly, but may not reflect accurate mileage. It currently reads 24xx miles. I can only
assume the previous owner unplugged it. Based on the brake and clutch wear, my best guess is
no more than 25, - 30, miles if that, which is nothing for a Nomad. I've put about miles on it since
I've had it and there are no problems. I bought a newer Nomad so this one needs to go. Clear
title in hand. Call or text for more info Text from smart phone and I can send video link of the
bike running. Red and beige. The bike has 13, miles on it. There are 2. It has Vance and Hines
pipes and sounds awesome. I am the second owner and bought it with 2, miles on it. This bike
has been well cared for by me and has never been in an accident. The fork and gear oil was
changed in Dec I bought another bike and this one has to go to make room for the new one.
This bike runs very strong and you will not be disappointed. You can call me at Good Luck. This
bike is in great shape and has never been down. Second adult owner, would ride this bike
anywhere, always garage kept and serviced professionally. OEM paint, stock exhaust, seats,
and windshield. Approximately 30, miles. The speedometer was replaced and currently shows
miles. Local pickup only. This motorcycle comes with a Tack and Sony Boombox radio and
speakers. The motorcycle has just been serviced with two new tires, fluids and replacement of
clutch plates. As you can see, this is a steal for someone wanting a touring bike you can travel
on in comfort and class. This motorcycle is wired for and has a trailer hitch already on it. This is
a great bike for those who want to RIDE, not for those who like to work on their bikes. This bike
has been almost maintenance free not counting oil changes and tires for me, and coming from a
Harley Davidson, that was good news! This bike is shaft driven, liquid cooled, fuel injected, hard
bags, has a 4 gallon gas tank, foot boards, and runs well on the open road!! It has been garage
kept, and well worth the price. No rust, new back tire, ready to enjoy! Very well maintained and
ready to roll. Only selling due to the fact that I now have three bikes, will consider all reasonable
offers. Model VN Vulcan Nomad. This cruiser is loaded with accessories, clean, and ready to go.
I purchased this bike from the original owner seven years ago who I could tell it was his baby
and has been mine ever since. It has only had Amsoil since day one. Do your research on
engines that only run on Amsoil and then are dismantled later. The customizations done are
enormous and all professional. Too much to list You would have to reference detailed photos
The front brake chrome disk covers are accented by purple lights at night. I get compliments
everywhere I go with this machine. The bike also features throttle cruise control, a leather tank
bra with a pocket, and a leather sissy bar bag. New sealed battery installed first week of June
When this bike starts up it sounds like a high horsepower boat, runs like a sewing machine,
purrs like a kitten, roars like a lion, and shows like a pageant queen. I'm Including a Kawasaki
Service Manual for the bike, the stock ignition, stock chrome air cleaner, three outdoor covers,
and various other parts. No joy rides. I can meet you in a large parking lot for inspection. The
bike has never been dumped and with all this chrome I want to keep it that way. If you have any
questions and would like to chat in person feel free to call me at and leave me a message if I am
unavailable. Thank you for your interest. Coconut Creek, FL. Ridgefield, WA. Fort Rice, ND.
Memphis, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Rock Springs, WY. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Vulcan Nomad. Year Make Kawasaki Model Vulcan.
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The Kawasaki
Vulcan Nomad looks like a blast from the past, featuring a classic style combined with a lot of
vintage elements. The bike is also fitted with air-adjustable rear shocks, coactive-braking,
adjustable windscreen and lockable saddlebags. At the heart of the Vulcan Nomad lies a
modern 1,cc, four-stroke, liquid-cooled, SOHC, four valve per cylinder, degree v-twin engine that

puts out Lb-Ft of torque at 2,rpm. The engine is kept in leash by a six speed transmission and is
fed by a 5. Once on board you are met by spacious touring seats, comfy handlebars and
ergonomically placed foot pegs. Hit the jump for more information on the Kawasaki Vulcan
Nomad. Outfitted with a full-sized windshield, hard saddlebags, floorboards, backrest and
standard cruise control, this Vulcan has everything needed to both stand out on the boulevard
and follow the front wheel towards distant horizons. The low-slung seat makes maneuvering a
breeze at the local bike night while the shape and padding of the saddle and pillion keep the
rider and passenger comfortable during long days on the open road. The powerful engine is as
comfortable loafing along the boulevard as it is cruising across state lines. All that is required
to motivate this classically-styled bagger is a twist of the throttle. The state-of-the-art digital fuel
injection and two big pistons take care of the rest. Compared to its other two siblings the
Nomad has a more serene character being comfortable, reliable and practical. Its engine is fairly
smooth and delivers plenty of power dealing great with highway traffic or twisty roads. Given
the sporty DNA of any Kawasaki motorcycle, the Nomad handles pretty well on a large variety of
roads despite its aggressive rake angle and the Overall width Overall height Ground Clearance
5. Seat height Curb weight lbs. Wheelbase Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:.
Kawasaki Vulcan. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. Its 95ci V-twin engine not only smoothes out backroads and highways, but
produces enough torque to gain a new appreciation for a well-outfitted cruiser. The engine
features a single overhead cam and four valves per cylinder. Hydraulic valve lash adjusters
automatically maintain valve clearance for smooth engine performance, reduced noise and
reduced maintenance, while automatic cam chain tensioners keep cam timing accurate with
virtually no maintenance. The digital fuel injection system feeds each cylinder the appropriate
fuel mixture through dual 36mm throttle bodies. A separate intake tract for each throttle body
provides smooth engine operation, and the top of each injector contains four small nozzles,
with two aimed at each intake valve. Using readings from various sensors, it monitors engine
coolant temperature, intake air temperature, atmospheric pressure, intake air pressure and
throttle position to adjust the amount of fuel injected. Attention to these engineering details
provides the Nomad with the best balance of power and performance, so the rider has an
abundance of torque for any riding condition. The Nomad is endowed with chrome and comfort
features: Chrome engine guards are standard and a thick passenger seat includes a backrest
and aluminum grab bars. Floorboards for the passenger combine to make long-distance rides
more comfortable and pleasurable. Self-canceling turn signals, 5. Streamlined hard saddlebags
provide generous storage for those hard-to-resist overnight rides. Plus, standard features such
as an adjustable windshield, plush air-assisted rear suspension and adjustable levers tailor the
Nomad to its rider. I bought a new kawasaki Vulcan with miles that is now 5 months old. The
chroming on the stamped pieces. The mirrors, brake fluid cover, fork covers are all popping rust
through the chrome. I took it to the dealer and he agreed that it is a warranty issue. Kawasaki
America shot it down. I was on the customer service line for an hour and explained how chrome
is applied, and that on a 5 month old bike this is outrageous. They claim it is an environmental
cause, even though the bike is garaged. Crappy way to treat a customer. Cyril Demortier. Read
More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Kawasaki Vulcan. Competing Vehicles. Active
filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Oddly enough, it's on a four-lane
highway somewhere outside of Danville, Virginia, that it dawns on me. This bike's moniker
really fits. A nomad is one who doesn't stay in the same place very long, a wanderer if you will.
And while the bike wears that peripatetic badge, whoever obtains the keys to one of these
machines may want to adopt the nomadic lifestyle as well. I'm sure most of you will agree that
traveling by motorcycle ranks in a top-five listing of the most rewarding activities one can
engage in. This is especially true if the chosen mount is well designed, nicely laid out,
comfortable, and user friendly. When it comes to Kawasaki's Vulcan Nomad, you can go ahead
and opt for the easy answer that never seemed to work on the SATs, and check "all of the
above. In the case of the Nomad, Team Green has decided to throw a little road-trip worthiness
into the mix. Is this merely a boulevard bomber with some bags hung off the side, or is this "the
real thing" for the style-conscious road tripper? After several thousand miles, we have some
answers. All Torque, No Action? The big cans on this Nomad are all about the F word: function.
Once fired off, the V-twin settles into a nice steady cadence, rumbling with a calm urgency that
is grin inducing even before the tranny is engaged. A couple blips of the throttle and you know
you're astride the real deal. Kick it into first, get that customary yet smooth clunk associated
with dropping a big V into go, and you know it's time to hit the highway. Once under way, the
machine becomes a torque-monster, claiming 94ft-lbs to back it up. Despite tipping the scales
at nearly pounds, a crack of the throttle in low gear is all you need to straighten out those arms.
You gotta like that. Out on the road, things get even better. There seems to be no limit to the

pull this bike has. In no time the tank-top speedo is indicating that you are in danger of
becoming "a person of special interest" to the well-dressed man in mirrored shades driving the
Crown Vic. You can't go by engine feel on this one; it's too smooth. Sure, that can be a problem
in speed zones, but when the destination lies beyond the horizon, the tame vibes guarantee
plenty more miles to come before calling a halt. Thanks go to a gear-driven engine counter
balancer for keeping those pesky shakes through the handlebars and floorboards to a
minimum. And, not to worry, there's still plenty of that soulful thump that single-pin crank
V-twins are known for. As for reliability, the single overhead cams and four valves per side are
married with hydraulic valve lash adjusters and an automatic cam chain tensioner to guarantee
that the burly mill will require very little maintenance. Having your cake and eating it too is a
nice feeling. Downstairs in the gearbox, things are set up in a customary fashion for a big
cruiser with five cogs to keep things turning. Shifting is smooth and precise whether going up
or down through the gears. The clutch is very predictable and showed no signs of fade even
under fairly heavy abuse in stop-and-go traffic and when rambling along some back-back roads
that an pound bike has no business traversing. Sometimes nomads don't use their best
judgment when selecting routes. Another near maintenance-free feature gracing the Vulcan is a
shaft drive. Keep this convenient feature in mind, especially considering the fact that wanderers
don't always end up in places offering the convenience of a can of chain lube. Grind Control
You will probably get used to the sound of floorboards smooching pavement when riding this
bike. And you shouldn't be too overly concerned either; this bike can take it if you can. I'll attest
to bits of Kawasaki metal shavings gracing several curves in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley as
well as in eastern Tennessee, compliments of the Nomad's surprisingly stable chassis and its
low-slung floorboards. The company literature states that the steering geometry is designed
with low-speed stability in mind. That said, the same math adds up to impressive figures at
speed as well. The big ol' Nomad doesn't exactly beg to be thrown into the corners, but certainly
it has the means to make a commendable showing when its handling hand is called to account.
Suspension duties are taken care of by 43mm forks up front and twin air-adjustable shocks in
the rear. The stock settings worked just fine for my pound frame, so I never played with them.
Whether I was on the freeway or some fairly rough back roads, only the nastiest of jolts sent a
shock from the bottom up. The availability of said air adjustability and four-way rebound
damping should make for a smooth, comfortable ride on any road with any load. In the stopping
department, two twin-piston calipers grabbing mm discs up front handle the Nomad's forward
braking duties and a single mm disc at work with another twin-piston caliper takes care of the
rear. Even with the bike packed for a long tour, the binders do a darned good job of hauling this
heavyweight down from speed. Both front and rear brakes have a nice, progressive feel, and
they respond accordingly to easy slow downs or panic grabs. Both the suspension and braking
components are topnotch on this machine. When riding it, just keep the extra size and weight in
mind, and you'll have a blast ride after ride. Long-Haul Truckin' When you're merely looking at
this ride, there's no doubt it has the cruising end of the spectrum well in hand. The Nomad also
has bags and a windshield, so the concept of multi-day excursions is one the designers
certainly had in mind. On this front, the Nomad has the i's dotted and the t's crossed as well.
But remember, this is a cruiser frame. You can't expect the bells and whistles you'll get from a
full-bore touring rig, because they're not there. And the price reflects that. What you do get is a
very road-worthy ride capable of comfortably toting two-up while carrying several days' worth
of duds. The well-integrated, streamlined saddlebags aren't the roomiest on the market, but they
do get the job done quite nicely. Bag liners aren't standard, but they are available from
Kawasaki as an option. Weathering several decent rain events, the bags proved waterproof,
always a good thing. The adjustable windshield does an admirable job of keeping the better part
of the breeze off the upper body, although hands and knees are left hanging out a bit; but that's
not even noticeable until cold air or rain rolls in. Again, keep in mind, full protection would add
substantially to the bottom line as well as diminish the visual pleasure of this ride's classic
styling. Should your favorite co-pilot be inclined to come along for the ride, the Nomad is well
prepared. A large, cushy pillion and ample floorboards are there, and if you need one more
selling point when pitching the Nomad to your significant other, toss out the fact that a backrest
comes standard. No more fidgety passengers struggling to stay upright - now they can kick
back, relax and enjoy the ride, all at no extra cost. Another nice, long-distance goody is the
large 5. With the Nomad consumption rate averaging 40 mpg, that mile range guarantees that
nearly any stretch of road is within this bike's capabilities. Shall We Ride? On the whole, the
Vulcan Nomad is a fine choice for the rider wanting a solid all-around machine. As long as sport
riding isn't in your repertoire, the bike is an excellent multi-tool to have in the garage. The
powerful yet easy-going V-twin performs remarkably well around town with an especially
friendly nod going to the buttery smooth clutch and transmission. Nimble steering guarantees

that stop-and-go traffic is an easy proposition, as is maneuvering in low-speed driveway or
parking lot situations. The inch seat height and corresponding low center of gravity make the
Vulcan an attractive choice for anyone, especially those who aren't cut out for the NBA. The
standard hard bags look great and come in real handy for weekend jaunts and for stowing a
briefcase or those few items missed during the weekly grocery trip. As for looks, rest assured
the guys at Kawasaki got this one right. I've never ridden a bike that garnered as many
compliments, especially from non-riders, as this one has. From little old ladies, to middle-aged
guys, to college girls, the Nomad scored high marks. Maybe it's the boatload of chrome
catching the sun or the perfect finish of the paint; either way it works. So, whether you want to
be cruising the strip, or having a nice, long wander down country roads, the Vulcan Nomad
ought to be a frontrunner among the candidates vying for that vacant spot in the garage. Then
again, as its name implies, this bike isn't going to be sitting there with the mower for long.
Transmission Gearbox five speed Clutch wet, multiplate Final Drive shaft drive. Chassis Frame
high tensile steel, double cradle Wheelbase Equipment saddlebags, adjustable windshield,
passenger backrest, rider and passenger floorboards. Buy Digital Back Issue. All rights
reserved. Subscribe Login Sign Up Cart. Similar Articles Harley-Davidson Switchback vs.
Kawasaki Vulcan Triumph Bonneville Speedmaster vs. Victory Vegas. Other than the Vulcan S,
Kawasaki has great models in the Vulcan range. Kawasaki has made sure to make a mark in the
motorcycling industry because these are genuinely great bikes. Having a look at the Vulcan can
sometimes seem like these are unstoppable bikes, and nothing can go wrong. This problem is
apparent in most Kawasaki Vulcan models. The issues that result from a failing oil gear pump
will usually show up between 4, miles and 15, miles on the bike. Keep in mind that the oil gear
pump problems mostly affected older variations of the Vulcan. This includes models from
through to This was due to Kawasaki having installed a plastic oil gear pump instead of a metal
one. These plastic pumps were weak, and a lot of Vulcans faced the issue of having to replace
it. The problem was solved by Kawasaki replacing the pumps under warranty. These days, there
are only a few Vulcan models that experience this problem. This is because Kawasaki went and
upgraded the oil gear pump from plastic to metal. The problem was more apparent on the
Vulcan Classic models, and owners opted to replace the oil gear with a third party one.
Replacing the oil gear pump seems to solve the symptoms listed above. This particular problem
with the stator is apparent on the Vulcan Classic, Vulcan , Vulcan models. Stators are generally
in charge of the charging system on a bike. This is why problems with a stator will typically
seem like battery or charging problems. If you face one of these symptoms, a visit to the
mechanic might be the next logical step. These will all be necessary tests to undergo to get to
the root of the problem. These can usually be done at home if you have the required tools and
knowledge to diagnose the Vulcan. If the problem seems to be battery related, a replacement
battery or charging it properly usually alleviates the problem on the Vulcans. There is a variety
of choices for these parts that range in quality and longevity. Unfortunately, not all owners
faced with this issue can replace the parts and solve the problem. In a few unlucky instances,
the parts were exchanged for new ones, and a few days later, the parts died out, and the owner
was back to the same problem again. Although these instances were pretty rare, the problem
persisted, and a few owners went as far as rebuilding the whole stator unit on the Vulcan. This
issue occurs most often on the Kawasaki Vulcan The drive pulley on the Vulcan drives the belt,
and most owners facing the problem experience noises coming from the belt. When it comes to
these Drive Pulley problems on the Vulcan, it can indicate issues with different components.
Problems with the drive pulley will usually show themselves as noises coming from the belt. It
sounds like the belt is rubbing up against something and producing a squealing noise. Owners
of the Vulcan who came across this problem stated that it showed up after the bike had fallen or
had gotten into an accident. This can also happen after a replacement of the belt. The belt
tension on the Kawasaki Vulcans is very sensitive. This means that adjusting the belt
incorrectly will usually result in a noisy belt or faulty drive pulley system. So, belt tension that is
too tight or too loose will bring up issues with the belt and drive pulley system on the Vulcan.
Most problems that arise with a noisy belt usually indicated an incorrectly adjusted belt tension.
Drive pulley problems usually occur between 2, miles and 9, miles on the Vulcan Swapping out
the belt for a new one can work, but the tension has to be just right when installing the new
drive belt. So it is recommended to have a mechanic or dealership deal with the installation.
Having visited a mechanic, other owners found out that the nut on the drive pulley had come
loose. This is a different issue, and the noise from a loose nut on the drive pulley will only
happen when the bike is coasting. The nut coming loose is not as common as the belt issue but
does affect a lot of riders. A loose nut can result in some wear and tear on both the drive pulley
and the output spline shaft. The only difference is that the whining noise is very high pitched
and seems to be coming from the left side of the engine. The problem usually points to a failing

stator. Aftermarket or third party stators are available for the Kawasaki Vulcan models. This
problem affects a few Vulcan models. The Vulcan gives of a rattling noise coming from the
transmission. This is a problem that mostly affects the Vulcan models. The speedometer would
sometimes act up. It would show inaccurate speeds and sometimes stop working altogether.
Users found that the speedometer cable housing was not entirely closed, and this led to the
speedometer acting up. On the Vulcan , the speedometer cable housing can be a bit tricky to get
to. So those who fixed the problem were able to use a pair of long-nosed pliers to get the
housing closed. The Kawasaki Vulcan models were a big player in the cruiser market, especially
in the US. This might be because of the great handling and the power of the engine. The
Kawasaki Vulcan S model has a steady crop of Kawasaki cruiser fans. It puts out a maximum of
RPM at 63Nm, and all that power comes to a smooth stop with an improved braking system.
Most owners of the new Vulcan S model from Kawasaki brag about its stopping power. The bike
features ABS and a single mm disc front brake. The seating position on the Kawasaki Vulcan
models has always been comfortable and can go up against some of the best cruisers in the
same range. Little creature comforts, such as a clever neutral-finder at stops, floorboards, and a
backrest for the passenger, plus electronic cruise control, add to the superb package that
makes the Kawasaki Vulcan Nomad a great model you might not have considered. Kawasaki
market research has determined that a primary concern for motorcycle buyersâ€”first-timers
and experienced ridersâ€”is finding a motorcycle that physically fits. Picking a new bike is not
unlike trying on a new pair of shoes, and it is here that the all-new Kawasaki Vulcan S Ergo-Fit
concept provides a fresh approach. NB: These prices are estimated and may vary concerning
your location. Also, the model and the mileage may play a part in its price range. Skip to
content. We may earn commissions through our links. Table of Contents. Was this article
helpful? Click to share Did you find wrong information or was something missing? We would
love to hear your thoughts! Name not required. Email not required. If you have found having this
site back online useful and would care to make a contribution to the new host for server costs
and maintenance and future upgrades via PayPal please click the "Donate" button. Above all,
enjoy having the site back! Thank You. Harry Brown Classic Gap? No More Stooping! It's
soooooo Easy! Thomas J. Don't Run Lean, Run Mean! Winterize Your Bike this, from a guy who
lives in San Diego? If you search by VIN, you will also have access to warranty status and recall
information. Need New Parts? Electrex supplies new replacement Rectifiers, Stators etc. Color
Rite o. Please don't cut and paste information from this site for use on your own. Not affiliated
in any way with Kawasaki Motors. Kawasaki, "Vulcan" "Nomad" and "Drifter" are trademarks of
Kawasaki. Handlebar Accessory Mount Gadget. Accessory Switch Options Gadget. Highway
Pegs on the Cheap Zboy Give Your Wrist a Break. Get a Throttle Lock Gadget. Floorboard Space
Maker.. Extend The Brake Pedal Gadget. Let Them Know You're There! Harry Brown. Classic
Gap? Make Your Own Tank Bag Terry Guolee. Chrome Inner Engine Cover.. A simple bolt on
Gadget. Mark Knight. Tie Downs bungee connection From Pop Tops? Auxiliary Fuse Box Leo
Jansen. Shock Pressure Gauge.. Air Horn Installation Reed Valve Disabling Instructions.. Stop
The Pop Gadget. Coaster Installation a step beyond disabling instructions above Gadget. Get a
Grip Accessory Connector Gadget. The Anti Ping, a 25 cent fix for pre-ignition Various. Ignition
Switch Relocation.. Multiple Contributors. Tubeless Wire Wheels Gene Berrier. Install the
impossible? Techlusion TFI Installation.. Accessory Power! Add a Cigarette Lighter Socket
Regor. Auxiliary Gas Tank Solution.. Denny Potoczky. Wind Deflectors For Your Hands.. Make
Them Yourself Scott Harns. You CAN have an accurate digital speedometer Gadget. Wiring
Driving Lights or, Doing the Circuit!! Add 4 Way Flashers For Safety! Light It Up!! John Herring.
Upgrade Your Headlight Bulb to watts on high beam Gadget. A Generic Mod Kevin Lackey. Les
Covey. Windshield Bag Bracket Bob Nafzinger. Throttle Position Sensor Adjustment.. Stripped
Oil Plug? Gear Case final drive Lube Change Gadget. Clutch Spring Replacement when the
clutch starts slip, slip, slippin' away Gadget. Ready, Aim! Nah, this is an "expert" opinion. Gas
Tank Removal For F. Vulcans Bill Heuermann. Throttle Body Cleaning Get Your Idle Back
Gadget. Coolant Replacement Options.. My Fan Stopped Working! Troubleshooting a
Troublesome fan Gadget. Motorcycle Cleaning from Z to A Gadget. Crash Bar Anti Scratch
Gadget. This Link Answers That Question. Helmet Shield Scratch Removal.. Feel The Heat! Pipe
Cleaners.. Brackets Gadget. Electrical charging System Fault Finding Gadget. Power Shortage?
Spark Plug Cross Reference for motorcycles This is a big page, it may take awhile to load.
Riding Jacket from "Classy Rider" Gadget. GPS On a Bike.. Trailer Towing Tips Recycle Your
Stock Seat Gadget. Kawasaki's Vehicle Information area where you have access to select
manuals, specifications, and parts diagrams for your Vulcan. Fasteners , Scootworks has all
you'll need along with useful tips. Electrical Replacement.. Delphi Vulcan Forum a friendly place
to share stories and learn about the Vulcan. Getting Ready To Buy a Bike? Cycle Buy will give
you the dealer cost for a fee. Robert Hilliard's Excellent Nomad Page Lots of great tips and

links. Scott Houston's page contains many useful tips. Make Kawasaki. Model Vulcan. New
battery, Plugs, rear brake pads,front and rear Bridgestone tires. This bike is a very sharp, clean,
and powerful bike. There are no rips or tears in the seat, there is a couple small scratches on
one of the saddlebags. Bike is pristine in every way. All chrome, aluminum, and painted
surfaces are perfect. Windshield and lowers are in great shape. Seat are not worn or torn in any
way. Both tires are OEM type Bridgestones with about miles on them, plenty of tread. Handlebar
risers and ISO grips added. Driver's backrest is very comfortable. Original paint is candy red
and black, beautiful color combination. Bike runs fantastic. This is a very comfortable bike for
those long rides, it handles very easily. The only negative I can think of is a minute spec in the
paint on the rear fender beside the taillight, I don't think one could see it if I didn't point it out.
This bike absolutely looks new. Excellent condition, one owner, regularly maintained with
synthetic oils. Tires have approximately 5, miles. New battery, lots of extra chrome. Driving
lights, luggage rack, saddle bag racks, chrome engine cover, highway pegs, and chrome hand
grips. Full Vance and Hines exhaust system. Red and titanium. Too many toys!!! Selling
Kawasaki Vulcan Nomad. Many accessories included. Very low maintenance motorcycle. Shaft
drive, liquid cooled, hydraulic valves, electronic ignition. Starts, runs and drives excellent.
Needs nothing, ready to drive away. Please email me with any questions, I check it regularly. I
have a good deal of riding gear for sale as well. Description Kawasakis Vulcan Nomad brings
power and style to the touring cruiser universe with sleek saddlebags and touring windscreen
for the open road. Kawasakis Nomad has always been a popular choice among touring-cruiser
enthusiasts. However, the current Nomad builds on the original concept with significantly more
power and comfort than the original. Highlighted by a stronger frame and excellent power from
a 95 cubic inch V-twin, the Nomad offers extensive touring features, a stylish appearance and
excellent riding dynamics. Credit Application? Directions to Dealer? Apply Now Secure Credit
Application Applying for a vehicle loan online is one of the quickest and easiest application
methods. Our secure application is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and
employment details. Contact Us Terms Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding
contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or
financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User AgreementShawnee Honda
Polaris reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered information of all users who bid on
this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary.
Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules:
Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid before the last hour period of the
auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period but only for exceptional
circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period of the
auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will be allowed to
retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour after placing
the bid. Buyers Inspection: Shawnee Honda Polaris has done our best to disclose all
information known about this vehicle for auction. Shawnee Honda Polaris welcomes a buyers
inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle
prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility. Representations
and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturer's warranties
may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Randy at for details. No
representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties
relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state buyers are
responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that
the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be
titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as
collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21
days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in our possession at
closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by
cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared.
Shawnee Honda Polaris will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any
way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility for damages
incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are provided by
Shawnee Honda Polaris as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other
communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with
Shawnee Honda Polaris. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but
is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to
your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing
your Purchase: Shawnee Honda Polaris will contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after
the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with Randy at Shawnee Honda

Polaris by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the auction ending to make arrangements to
complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not
completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified
buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer,
cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for
shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed and
returned complete to Seller. The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the
Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create
Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! View Large Images? To Weight Cc : 2. This
motorcycle was purchased new in It was taken out of the garage for brief rides on beautiful,
sunny, Saturday, mornings in Florida. It was serviced every summer. No problems ever. I have
reached an age and health of no longer being able to ride. I am in no hurry but must sell. I have
a complete file on the entire history of this wonderful machine. It is in pristine condition. Prices
depend on country, taxes, accessories, etc. Engine and transmissionDisplacement Ground
clearance mm 5. This kind of mileage is nothing for a nomad -- there are many who ride their
nomads past k miles. Battery is new just a few months old. I've always used synthetic oil for oil
changes. New fluids changed for clutch, brakes, radiator and gear. Spark plugs were also
recently changed. I take good care of my bikes - this one is ready to go anywhere you want it to
go. There are no dings or dents of any kind and paint is still just as good as when it first rolled
off the floor. Bike is always garaged and never ridden in any kind of inclement weather. I love
the bike but just bought a Vaquero so this one has to go. I doubt you will find another nomad
with this many add ons and in this kind of condition - you won't be dissapointed with this bike.
Cash preferred but you can bring a cashier's check which will have to be verified before we
complete transaction. Shipping is buyer's responsibility but I can help you with this regard. If
you are from out of town and would like to pick up the bike, I can pick you up from the Atlanta
Airport no problem. We will get you any necessary information you may need as quickly as
possible. New Harley Dealer Trade In! Tested and Inspected, Ready to Ride Now! As with all
used items, you will find some minor flaws, no used items are free of defects! We do our best to
check drivability, and major items, such as Air conditioners, Refrigerators, Freezers,
Generators, Heaters, and Water system when they apply to the unit being sold. But sometimes
there will be other issues with minor items TV, Radio, DVD players, tiles, carpets, interior lights,
ect. These minor items most of time do not have any issues or problems. And once these items
leave our location they are sold AS-IS. So please do all and any necessary inspections before
leaving our location. We are not held liable for any damages or issues found after the items
leave our location. Please be ready to do you own inspection or have a inspector do a
inspection when you arrive to pick up. We do strive to do our best and keep everyone happy
with their items, and have done so for many years! Feel Free to ask any necessary questions!
Thank you! Winning buyer must contact us within 24 hours of auctions end, and make
arrangements for payment and pick up of item at that time. The remainder of payment is due
within 7 days of listing end. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list
the vehicle, or sell it otherwise. Make sure if financing that your financial institution accepts the
year and miles of this vehicle before bidding. Please arrange financing prior to bidding. Buyer is
responsible for pickup or shipping of item. We do not offer crating services, but we will work
with any shipping company you choose! Vehicles listed are pre owned and may not come with
keys, or other accessories. Please ask, we are happy to verify anything you ask. We reserve the
right to cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if
the vehicle is no longer available for sale. While we at Nationwide Fleet make every reasonable
attempt to verify data and information used in this ad, all information should be independently
verified prior to purchase. Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about
owning this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to eBay, and negative
feedback will be posted. Please ask if you have a question! Nationwide Fleet has described the
above mentioned item to the best of our ability. However, with all pre-owned items, the
condition is subjective, so we recommend that the potential buyer inspect, we try and describe
all major damage noticeable, but may miss a minor dent or scratch once in a while. All vehicles
are sold in "AS IS" condition unless otherwise specified, any and all statements made in our
ads must verified by bids before date of purchase. The majority of our items are repossions,
and we try and represent them to the best of our abilities, but again these are all USED items,
and are not our personal items. They come into us the way they are sold, and they are sold
as-is. Our goal is to provide you with the best service and the most comfortable buying
experience on Ebay Motors. View our other auctions by clicking, "See other items" at the top
right side of the page. If you have any questions feel free to give us a call: Office: Questions on
Paperwork or Payment: Office: Olga: Or send a message through Ebay. All our items can be

viewed Monday through Friday, am to pm, except Holidays. Grants Pass, OR. Burnet, TX. Port
Jefferson Station, NY. Carthagena, OH. Coconut Creek, FL. Gloucester, VA. Alpharetta, GA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Vulcan Nomad. Year Make
Kawasaki Model Vulcan. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. JavaScript seems to be disabled
in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. Easily uninstall to revert back to factory default settings when you feel like giving
everyone else a chance. Power Commander V takes the guesswork out of pairing efficiency with
performance, keeping your focus where it belongs â€” on the journey ahead. Featuring a
plug-and-play kit, Power Commander V can be installed discreetly underneath your seat,
ensuring your ride looks as good as it runs. Our Power Commander V is a powerful tuning
device on its own, but what makes it a real powerhouse is the other compatible upgrades. From
Ignition Modules for adjusting timing to Quickshifters and more, our Power Commander V is the
first step for a full bike overhaul. Our C3 Tuning Software can store all of your data from your
fuel tuner onto your computer and compare it side by side for even more insight into your
performance. Our PowerCore software does far more than compare data; it also helps you tune
like never before. It can create maps with up to 30 throttle positions, designate target AFRs for
each map cell, and map multiple cylinders simultaneously. Display and read your data in
whatever form you need to get the best tune possible. PowerCore can stream your live data and
display it as power cells or graphs for comparisons and easy diagnostics. Dynojet remains
committed to the needs of the Powersports and Dyno community. While taking the appropriate
precautions for the safety and well-being of our customers and employees, we are continuing to
fulfill all orders and support our customers. Additionally, we are extending our return policy at
this time. Review this product. In stock. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the
beginning of the images gallery. SKU Add to Cart. Why accept that from your motorcycle? Take
control of your ride with the Power Commander V fuel tuner â€” built to give your bike more
power, optimized driveability and the fuel efficiency you need to leave routine in your dust.
Read More. Upgradable Power Our Power Commander V is a powerful tuning device on its own,
but what makes it a real powerhouse is the other compatible upgrades. Power Core Software.
Compare Your Data Our C3 Tuning Software can store all of your data from your fuel tuner onto
your computer and compare it side by side for even more insight into your performance.
Advanced Tuning Capability Our PowerCore software does far more than compare data; it also
helps you tune like never before. Clear Displays Display and read your data in whatever form
you need to get the best tune possible. Related Blog Posts How To. Customer Reviews 0. Write
Your Own Review. Write A Review. Quality 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Price 1 star 2
stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Value 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Submit Review Cancel.
Answered Questions 0. Blending an aggressive ride with a vintage styling and a powerful cc
engine, this bike kicks any experience into high gear. Whether you're commuting to work or
enjoying a day trip, the Vulcan S adds confidence-inspiring performance to every ride. This
configuration is the starting point for shorter to average-height riders. The handlebar is
positioned one inch closer to you for a confident riding experience, while the Reduced Reach
sculpted seat is tapered and moves you two inches forward. This configuration is the starting
point for average-height riders. The handlebar is positioned to accommodate both
average-height and taller riders. The Mid Reach sculpted seat is tapered for an easy reach to the
ground and footpegs are placed in the standard position for optimal comfort. This configuration
is the starting point for average-height to tall riders. The handlebar is positioned to
accommodate both taller and average-height riders, while Extended Reach sculpted seat moves
hip support back an inch to provide extra room. Additionally, footpegs are placed forward for
optimal leg comfort. Take command of comfort with 18 different adjustable configurations to
achieve your preferred fit. The compact cc parallel-twin engine delivers smooth and responsive
power. A light overall weight produces easy handling and exceptional perf
honda s2000 manual
06 audi a4 quattro
bobcat 743 parts diagram
ormance for a confidence-inspiring experience. Predictable roll-on power contributes to a
confident riding experience as the revs climb, offering a spirited ride in the high-rpm range.
Sportbike-derived chassis and suspension provides light and responsive handling for easy
maneuvering and sporty feel. Sportbike-influenced wheels and tires contribute to the
light-handling feel and provide confident traction. Built to accommodate a variety of riders, the
rear shock features a seven-position preload adjuster that can optimize the rear suspension,
ensuring a smooth, comfortable ride. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped

straight to your door. Sportbike DNA. Sport Cruiser Performance. Subscription Preferences.
Enter your email address so that we can find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit.
Invalid fields exist in below form. If you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure
link. Didn't receive an email from us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

